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Famed retailer at odds with hometown
City says Williams-Sonoma
furniture showroom not
approved by planners
By ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
THE PRESS DEMO C RAT

The upscale cookware retailer Williams-Sonoma has found
itself in hot water with Sonoma
city officials just seven months
after opening a store on Broadway in the same spot where the
kitchenware company launched
in 1956.
A move by Williams-Sonoma
to convert the former home and
garden of founder Chuck Wil-

liams into a furniture showroom
has put the retailer at odds with
city planning officials, who say
they never approved the overhaul for that purpose and discovered the changes only at the
grand opening.
Williams-Sonoma initially intended to use the space connected to the store as an overnight
retreat for visiting chefs, executives and other guests. However,
representatives from the company said their vision changed as
the site was being restored.
City employees learned about
the furniture showroom when
they went in for an inspection
just before the highly anticipated grand opening in October,

said Rob Gjestland, a senior
planner.
“That space had been shown
always as a residential space,
not a commercial use,” he said
about the original proposal.
In attempts to right the situation, the retailer is now seeking
changes to its permit that would
allow it to continue to display
furniture and home decor, as
well as hold after-hours events
throughout the year in the store,
at 605 Broadway.
“During the construction
process, knowing the home was
going to be furnished, the team
came to realize the public was going to want to see the full house,”
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The room where Williams-Sonoma founder Chuck Williams lived,
above his original Broadway shop, is now a furniture showroom.

Some standout athletes in Sonoma County face tough choice
as high school graduations conflict with state track and field championships

Run, jump — or walk?

6 officers
charged in
Baltimore
death
Prosecutor’s announcement
in Freddie Gray case takes
restive city by surprise
By JULIET LINDERMAN
and AMANDA LEE MYERS
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Maria Carrillo hurdler Alex Netherda, jumping, may skip his graduation ceremony to attend the state track finals on June 5-6, the same
dates as most Sonoma County high school commencements. With him are, from left, Isaiah Smith, Spencer Netherda and Jordan Rosato.
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRES S D E MO C RAT

A

s life events go, it’s hard to get
much bigger than walking across
the stage at high school graduation. Unless you’re an athlete, in which
case competing at the state track meet
might be just as significant. But what if
you had to choose between the two?
Unfortunately, several local seniors
will have to do just that in early June.
The CIF State Track and Field Championships fall on June 5-6 this year, conflicting

with most Sonoma County graduation
ceremonies, including all of the Santa
Rosa City Schools campuses as well as
Rancho Cotate, Casa Grande, Petaluma,
Sonoma Valley and Healdsburg high
schools.
Accept your diploma in front of proud
family members, or prove yourself
against the best high school athletes in
the state? Major educational milestone,
or prep-sports pinnacle? Needless to say,
few kids would feel good about leaving
one of those boxes unchecked.
“It’s an incredible inconvenience, be-

cause you’re missing something that can
only come once in everyone’s life,” Maria
Carrillo hurdler Alex Netherda said of
graduation, an event he has decided to
skip should he qualify for state, a strong
likelihood. “It’s a pretty big deal for most
kids, because it’s your day of becoming,
essentially, your own adult. And you get
to share it with people you’ve spent four
years with — or like with me and some of
my friends, 12 years of life. It’s tough not
to go through with it.”
Parents can weigh in with advice. But
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BALTIMORE — Rage turned
to relief in Baltimore on Friday
when the city’s top prosecutor
charged six police officers with
felonies ranging from assault to
murder in the death of Freddie
Gray.
State’s Attorney Marilyn Mosby said Gray’s
arrest was illegal and unjustified, and that
his neck was
broken because
he was handcuffed, shackled and placed
head-first into
Marilyn
a police van,
Mosby
where his pleas
for medical at- Baltimore
tention
were state’s attorney
repeatedly ignored as he bounced around inside the small metal box.
The swiftness of her announcement, less than a day
after receiving the police department’s criminal investigation and official autopsy results,
took the city by surprise. So too
did her detailed description,
based in part on her office’s independent investigation, of the
evidence supporting probable
cause to charge all six officers
with felonies.
The police had no reason to
stop or chase after Gray, Mosby said. They falsely accused
him of having an illegal switchblade when in fact it was a legal
pocketknife. The van driver and
TURN TO OFFICERS, PAGE A7

Apple Watch foiled by tattooed wrists
By HAYLEY TSUKAYAMA
WASHINGTO N P O S T

The Apple Watch, like your grandmother, has a problem with your
tattoos.
After a number of Apple Watch buyers with tattooed wrists reported that
their ink appeared to be interfering
with the watch’s ability to read their
heart rates, an update to the company’s support page confirmed the
problem.
The document states that darker,
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more solid tattoos cause the most
interference largely because of the
light-based technology Apple uses to
measure heart rates. The company’s
smartwatch measures blood flow in
part by shining green light — which
red blood absorbs — inside the wrist.
It then calculates a person’s pulse by
tracking how much of that light is absorbed.
However, the company noted, “the
ink, pattern and saturation of some
tattoos can block light from the sensor, making it difficult to get reliable
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readings.”
There is no indication from Apple
that variations in natural skin tone
cause similar problems; the ink appears to be the issue.
Measuring fitness statistics is one
of the main selling points for the Apple Watch. And, given the success of
wearables from companies such as
Jawbone and Fitbit, the fitness crowd
is probably one of the easiest groups
to tap as early adopters of the smartwatch.
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COMING UP ROSES: Santa Rosa hilltop garden

is home to Susan Feichtmeir’s rose collection,
about 450 colorful varieties in all / D1

ERIC RISBERG / Associated Press

A customer tries on Apple’s new smartwatch this
month at a store in San Francisco.
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